Ever thought about working in a NewSpace start-up? Here's your chance!

AerisGate now offers exciting internship opportunities to engineering students! 😊

Main work areas:

Development of python applications for satellite flight dynamics and mission analysis, based on state-of-the-art ESA software libraries.

Usage of these applications for real-life scenarios: Earth observation missions flight dynamics, deep-space Cubesats navigation, space debris collision avoidance, and more...

Part-time or full-time, duration 4-9 months

Different options possible: MSc thesis, internships, “werkstudent”

Remote work

If needed, live meetings in Darmstadt area → Possibility to continue working with us after graduation!

Minimum skills:

- Good knowledge of python
- Basic knowledge of orbital dynamics
- Working English knowledge

Desired skills:

- Astrodynamics background
- Modern software engineering, C/C++

If interested, please send your CV to contact@aerisgate.com